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Message Four of Twelve 
The	Re-volu+on	of	Re-Union	

Through Wisdom Teacher Sri Ram Kaa & Master Lady Kira Raa 
Delivered at TOSA Ranch January 28, 2006 

Archangel	Zadkiel	Speaks:	
Yes! I am here.  Good afternoon!  It is a great joy TO BE...HERE...with ALL 
of YOU today. Indeed the re-volution has already begun! 

What is a re-volution?  It is important to understand what a re-volution is.  
There are many, many, many ways that this word is used.  Know that the re-
volution we speak of, is indeed, the Re-Union.   

A revolution of the sun is not the same as a re-volution of consciousness, or 
is it?  Is not all a revolution?  Is not all reunification?  Is not all returning?  Is 
not all offering back to itself?  Yes!   

As one moves forward, the consciousness of great evolution becomes a re-
volution at the time of the re-unification.  That is what is upon you now.  

Complete reunification! 

The Energy of Moving Forward:  Spinning and Churning 
You are moving forward into the time of the expanded heart, of the 
expanded crown , and of the upliftment into Divine Galactic Re-membrance.  1

As the revolution within begins, you start spinning, you start churning, and 
everything goes with it! 

Within the spinning and the churning, there are many different experiences.  
There are the experiences of the physical body.  Sometimes the physical 
spinning and churning is not so fun.  Sometimes you say: I have spun and 

 Referring to the “Exploded Crown” of the Divine Galactic Blueprint1
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churned enough for ten people.  Maybe you are.  Maybe you are spinning 
and churning for a thousand people…ten thousand…one hundred thousand.   

Re-member! Within the spinning, churning, and re-volution of the clock of 
consciousness, it is imperative for you to gift yourself with the recognition 
of Oneness. Within the recognition of Oneness, is ALL that is the ego, or we 
could use Gunas.  

Oneness Recognition and the Gunas 
There are many Gunas.  There are three Gunas that exist in this realm.  
These are the ways that your emotional body, physical body, and spiritual 
body express on this planet, and they are now all interwoven.   

They are interwoven because you still have a body, do you not?  If you still 
have a body, you are navigating the Gunas within a realm of density.   

How many times have you touched bliss? 

YOU...have touched bliss! Whether you know it or not, YOU..have touched 
it.  

How many times have you touched the depths of that which feels  
like what you would call hell?  

How many times have you simply been in the middle, simply existing, 
doing, 

 caught up day by day?  

Getting up, waking up, working, coming home, eating food, sleeping, then 
waking up to do it all again.  ALL of these different experiences serve the 
evolution of your soul back into the revolution of consciousness. All of 
them! 
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Dearest ones, just because you have touched bliss and may find yourself 
feeling like hell, does not mean that you are not able to be in bliss again or 
that you have done anything wrong.  

YOU...ARE...simply navigating the cycles.  YOU...ARE...gazing through all 
of the realms of density... at this time...on this planet...as YOU...ARE... in a 
revolution. 

This re-volution completes a great cycle of expansion.  

In this great cycle of expansion much has come forward for you to 
reintegrate! 
KNOW that every “thing”, every aspect, will come forward. Not just one, 
every ONE!  
That is a lot!  As every aspect comes forward, what will come forward most 
often, for many at the time of revolution, is judgment.  

Is it not judgment that causes great revolutions to manifest in the realm of 
density?  
In the realm of density is it not one belief system that revolts against 
another?  
Is it not a judgment to declare: this is right, that is right, I am right, you are 
right, and of course, who is wrong? 

As YOU move forward, and gift your “self” with Divine Reunification and 
integration, RE-COG-nize YOU...ARE...navigating ALL of the phases of the 
Gunas now. All of them! You can not be immune from any.   

You may say, “This is not true Zadkiel, I am immune from all of it!”  Good!  
Then hold fast in your own evolution and move forward from that phase of 
consciousness.  

Embracing Mapid Expansion 
In the time of mapid, you like that word?  It is our combination of much and 
rapid.  We call it mapid.  Yes!  (much audience laughter)   
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You are in the time of mapid expansion.  You can just walk up to people and 
say you are mapid. You are in the mapidness and it is important to remember 
that every “thing” will become as if it is one.  Everything will fold.   

We have mentioned many times that time is indeed folding upon itself.  Has 
that ever been more evident to you than at this moment now?  Time is indeed 
becoming more fluid.   

As you re-connect back into the truth of all that has been,  
all that ever was, and all that will be; which is all you have already done; 

 you must re-cognize that you have already done this. 

YOU...have been here before.  YOU...are consciously co-creating your 
evolution now.  As YOU...consciously co-create in this evolution now, there 
is mapid re-volution. 

YOU...must re-member that in the time of expansion and connectivity, in the 
time of re-unification, the cosmological effect of all that YOU have done, 
the sum total as they say, is upon YOU...right now.   
What do you wish to do with it?  It is your choice!  That is the gift of being 
here now, is that it is indeed your choice.   

You can say, “I wish to do nothing with it.  I want to go deep into density 
and have the best density possible.”  Good, celebrate those who do that.  
Please do!  You might say, “No!  I wish to look at all of this and experience a 
different path, a different way.”  Perhaps you wish to offer more service or 
something of this nature.  Good, do it well!   

It is simply important that YOU commit and do well whatever YOU commit 
to.   

It is the time of conscious, conscious, conscious mapid commitment. 

Dearest ones, it is so easy to have your mind say no while your heart says 
yes.  Is it not?  It is so simple to sit in separation and polarity.  Sitting in 
separation and polarity is a great and wonderful experience and part of why 
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YOU...ARE...HERE.  And! YOU do not have to remain there if you do not 
wish.  Where do you wish to go?   

When was the last time you jumped up and down and danced?  When was 
the last time you moved your body with joyous love?  Not because you felt 
you must, simply because you wanted to.  Allow the flow to come through 
you with great movement.  Twirl and learn the Flap and Clap ?  To know is 2

one thing, to do is another.  It is up to you.   

Embracing the Stream of Multi-dimensional Consciousness 
Right now the portal energies are abundantly open.  All seven ascension 
portals are already open on this planet.  All of the torches are lit.  There are 
many forms of torches, are there not?  All of the torches are lit.   

We wish for you to take time and think about that one.  Just let it mapidly 
expand in your consciousness. As you do, and as you move forward with this 
expanded torch understanding, give yourself the gift of BE-ing the Light that 
is the way.   

It is a gift indeed as you embrace many, many, many aspects of many, many, 
many forms of BE-ing.  YOU...ARE...merely one form of being in this 
existence and YOU exist more than just here.  YOU already know this of 
course.  When have you last connected with the piece of you that exists 
outside of here?  Accept that, go deep with that.  Gift yourself!    

One way that you do this is through what you call sleep.  When you are in 
deep sleep and move through the stages of sleep, you are in the bliss state at 
many times.  You are in a deep re-connection and understanding.  When you 
wake up, often times the unified Guna stream of this world comes into you 
and you say, “Oh my goodness!  Just forgot what the bliss was about.”  Or 
you wake up and say, “Oh my goodness!  I remember what the bliss is 
about!”   

Click here to learn this Ascension Yogic practice 2
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What do you choose to do in your stream?   

Call forth the stream of consciousness within.   
Give yourself the gift of the revolution.   

In your own re-volution, you release that which has held you.   
What is holding you now?  What holds you?   

What gives you the impetus to stop and the opportunity to go?   
YOU do not need little lights, red, green, yellow.  Let it go! 

It is important to pay attention is it not?  The red light for you means stop.  
Often red is associated with the traditional root chakra is it not?  Often times 
this is a stopping point.  Many empower the root chakra of the traditional 
system of density and say, “This feels really good; staying right here. Stop!”  
Ok. 

The yellow chakra gives you the opportunity to say, do I want this or not?  
Where is my true power?   

Is it not amazing that the green light is the heart and it is go!  Go!  Which 
light do you wish to have shining in front of you?   

In the green of the heart is the power to truly go.  This is where the re-
volution begins.  This is where it all expands.  This is the stream of Divine 
Consciousness that YOU...ARE!  Let it move forward.  Let it move around. 
Let it move up and lift you into the truth of your own being. 

The Gift of Divine Re-cognition 
Dearest ones, your time of rapid escalation is here.  We know this sounds 
like a broken record, no?  You say Zadkiel, you have been telling us this for 
awhile.  We say we know; it’s ok.  It is good to here something again, is it 
not?  Yes!   
Sometimes you just need us to look at you and say how beautiful you are.  
You can put that on tape and play it over and over and over again. Wake up 
to it.  You are so beautiful! 
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In the gift of the re-cognition, in the gift of the connection, your divine heart 
says go.  You lift into the truth.  You are let go of the stop and the caution.  
We know that YOU re-cognize that only doubt separates.  Doubt is the 
separator.  It is the great separator.  It is a wondrous vehicle of density.  You 
arrive into density, experience all this Guna energy, then doubt and 
separation appears, wonder-full!   

Give yourself the gift of coming into complete realization of your alignment 
with the One.  In that YOU...ARE...full.  We shall remind you again.  Your 
very presence is service. 

Your presence is your service.  ALL!  Dearest ones, you chose 
TO...BE...HERE.  Always recognize the gift that you are in your mere 
presence.  If your presence is service, everything else is a bonus is it not?   

Realize your presence is service, and we encourage you to re-cog-nize that 
the presence of each BE-int IS service.  You do not have to agree with what 
they say.  You do not have to align with what they do.   

Simply open your heart to recognize that whatever they are expressing, 
however they are expressing it, whatever they are doing, is of service 

because they are present.  They are here.  Your mere presence is service.	

We wish for you not to misunderstand the word mere.  We offer this for you 
to re-cognize that just BE-int... right now...on this planet...in this time of the 
great re-volution of your cosmological expansion, is the greatest gift YOU 
could ever offer.   

You are, in this moment, a sum total of many experiences of many, many, 
many, many, many, many expressions.  Not just density or biological 

expressions, many expressions.  

Many of you say to us often, “We wish to reconnect with more.” Many cry 
out to us and say, “Where are our galactic brethren?”  Perhaps 
YOU...ARE...the galactic brethren you are looking for!  Have you looked 
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around lately?  Pay attention to what is right in front of you.  Often times 
when we yearn to see beyond that which is right in front of us, we miss what 
is right in front of us, do we not?   

Look into your own heart and the depth of it.  This is the well of eternal 
knowledge and divine love that is greater than you will ever experience 

anywhere. 

Look within your own BE-ing.  Look within your own presence.  Gaze into 
the mirror of your soul and let the gift of your divine presence offer you the 
message that you are yearning to hear.  All you need do is trust what you 
know.  You are more power-full than you think.  You already know.   

Are you trusting you?  Are you trusting what is around you? 

Claiming Conscious Service through Divine Connection 
Many of you are realigning.  Many of you are soon going to be meeting and 
have already begun meeting new people, new places, new experiences, and 
much of this will challenge you.   

Suddenly asking:  Why am I here at this time?  Why am I meeting these 
people at this time?  Who dragged me here and why?  Pay attention to the 
dragging.  Watch the feet as they want to stay stuck in the cement.  Let 
others help you out of the shoes that are ok to leave in the cement.  The feet 
are still free, are they not?   

Pay attention!   

Every single moment, every second, every second within a second, is part of 
your cosmic re-volution and your gift of re-unification and alignment with 
the soul consciousness.  Everything!  It is too simple to say there are no 
accidents.  Let that go.  You already know.   

Just be present. 
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As YOU move forward with these serendipitous connections, you will be 
expanded and challenged. You will find where you are resisting, especially 
among the non resisters. Many say, “I am open.  I have no resistance, but I 
won’t do this.”  Ok, you know your boundaries.   

Pay attention.   

Find where your resistance is and when you float, feel the gift of Divine 
Connection.  Float often.  Flap and clap.  Move the Divine Portal.  Bring the 
energy to you. 

Dearest children, you are in Nirvana right now.  Simply allow it to be 
present for you.  Give yourself the gift of divine connection.  Greet each 
other star to star  .  Hold that consciousness every minute of every day.  3

Every minute, every day, every second, every day!  Go within the moment 
of the moment.  Give your “self” the gift of conscious service.  You wish to 
be of service?   

Many cry out, “What is my service?  What do I do?  Oh dear God help me.  
Why am I here?”   

KNOW one thing. YOU...ARE...the service!   
Let go of what the brain wants to control and BE in the joyous recognition 

 that right now, in this moment, YOU...ARE...that which you seek. 

It is already upon you.  Celebrate more!  Times are tough, celebrate more!  
You are depressed, have fun!  IT...IS...that simple.  You may say, no it’s not.  
We say, if you want it to be, it is ok.  Give yourself the gift.   

Dearest children, bless your brain.  Yes.  Take it out for a walk.  Put it to bed 
early with a little milk and cookie and then you go play.  Get it a babysitter, 
my goodness!  Help the brain move forward.  As you do, your joy will 
escalate.   

 Reference to The Star Practice, from Sacred Union:  The Journey Home...this practice is available at the 3

YouTube Channel/OfficialSriandKira
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If you scorn and are skeptical, then do it well.  Be a good skeptic!  In 
skepticism you are simply saying I love myself enough that I must know 
more.  Ok!  When you meet others who are just that way, love them for their 
presence.  In their presence they are giving you a gift.  Re-member that.   

The re-volution has begun.   
It is not coming, it is already here!   

How do you choose to navigate it?  What do you choose to do?   

We will take questions. 

Questioner:  From where does thought emerge? 

Archangel Zadkiel: (Zadkiel conveys a deep energy message via silent eye 
contact to the questioner.)   Yes! Breathe.  First understand what we are 
doing here now.  This is your true form of communication and we thank you 
for allowing us to model this.  It is ok.  Each of you here never needs to ask 
with the word.  Each of you here merely needs to be in the divine presence 
as this one models for you to be able to receive and understand.   

You ask where thought comes from.  We ask you where in Divine 
Consciousness are you ever present?  This question filling you with the 
energy of Divine Connection moves you forward into a greater harmony on 
the harmonic wave of the impulse of Light from the Godhead of All That Is.  
It resonates each and every presence.  Yes, there we are.  Yes.   

Each of you is receiving an emanation at this time. You may be feeling great 
pressure in your head.  It may feel as if a big, big weight is around your 
forehead.  You may be saying Oh my goodness I don’t feel anything.  
Breathe.  Go up into the head.  For each of you is receiving many answers to 
many questions.  Within the next 48 hours these will unravel for you.  Many 
blessings. This is a good thing, big breath.  We encourage all to do. 
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Question:  I am feeling residues from past lives of being a monk and a 
nun and stuff like that, habits and behaviors.  What more can I do to 
clear? 

Archangel Zadkiel:  Dearest child, we love that you said habits. We found 
that quite fun.  It is important to recognize that when you can find the joy of 
these experiences, they will no longer control you.   

Find the joy of them; find the delight in the service.  Indeed in this presence 
right now, as with all that are here right now, there is no-thing else you need 
to do.  You have done.  All of you are at the time of celebration.   

Doing is of density.  Celebrating is multi-dimensional.   
So where do you wish to be?  Embrace, have fun, find the love, thank those 
that still carry this energy for showing you that which you have already done 
and love them on their journey.  For it is their time to be in culmination in 
such a way.  Re-cognize precious one. 

Benevolent Ones Speak:   

Dearest One, in your service ALL...IS...All-ways in perfection, is it not?  
Yes.  Let your “self” BE the loving recognition.  Each of you.  Your heart 
cries for even deeper connection.  We see this.  We send you a Crystalline 
ray to offer your heart great expansion and connection to the desired one you 
seek.  Home is a great gift is it not?   

All-ways cherish the gifts as they are given.   
Love is a presence, it is not an emotion.  It is a great witness as you witness 

us.   
We witness you.   

In the beauty of All That Is from the many worlds as you call them, the re-
unification of a soul with a soul is present in so many ways.  Dearest ones 
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the recognition of the beauty is abounding.  It is time to re-cognize ALL that 
love is.   

Breathe dearest ones.  With each breath expand your love.  With each 
breath re-cognize your truth.  With each breath, KNOW that we see you.  
We have all-ways seen you.  Your presence matters.  You matter.  We offer 
you great, great honor, hello, and re-connection.   

In this time, of your time, ALL time IS...here.   

We offer to you an attunement to hear the words that we do not need vocal 
cords to speak.  Yes?   

Simply put your hands on your heart.  We begin with the tone of home.  
Breathe and close your eyes. This is easier,  and you are hearing.   

It is coming in through the heart, up through the pineal, out the ears, and 
back up again.  We breathe it to you as a loving dragon breathes the flame of 
transmutation.   

Call forth this gift.  We connect often.   

As you bring your attention to your body,  where in your body this energy 
wishes to go and let it go.  Receive this gift as the gift that IT...IS.  Dearest 
ones, many, many gifts are being showered on you now.   

We ask you to simply receive.  There is nothing you need do.  There is 
nothing you need control.  Just be!  We love you dearly.  You are, you are, 
you are!  You may relax. 

Practice the wordless knowing.   
You wish to come into another dimension;  

the wordless knowing finds you there.   
You already know this, for you are this.   
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In this moment observe whatever you feel, whatever it is and be present.  

So dearest children it is. So you are.  
So it has been. So it will be. 

Many blessings from your divine home of Love,  
Oneness, and abundant truth. 

May you enter into the eternal Light of Divine One-ship in all you do,  
all you say, all you breathe, and all you experience.
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